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· Magnuson comes to t()wn
by Lawrence Breer

There is no doubt that the
Washington Education Association (WEA) has political clout. At
their meeting on Monday, August
5, the)' were able to turn out three
U.S. representatives and the
senior senator from the United
States Senate.
It wasn't a business meeting for
the association, though there
was probably plenty of informal
rganization at work. It was plain
from the outset that they were
here to have fun.

Politicians visit
with WEA

~

and thought it should be "a flat 10
percent across the board," which
drew considerable applause from
the audience.
· He stated that there is no finer
cause than placing our young
people_ through an exceJlent
educational process.
Magnuson is capable of backing
up his remarks. He is chairman of
the Appropiations Committee'
which divvys up federal money to
the states and to special causes
such as education. He is also on
the· Budget Committee and the
Commerce, Science and Transportation Committee. Due to his
senate seniority, he is President
Pro Tempore of the Senate. This
makes Mm third in-line for
President of the United States. He
also serves on a commission
concerning the Art and Antiquities of the U.S. Senate.
· Magnuson has been in public life
almost since the minute he
graduated from the University of
Washington Law School in 1929.
He practiced law in Seattle and,
for a time, held the post of United
States Attorney and later became
the King County Prosecutor. He
began serving in the Washington
---------'-------

assemblage for having nominated
him for this year's Friend of
Education Award. The senator
would likely have won that award
had it not been for the overwhelming popularity of Thurgood
Marshall, the justice from the
Supreme Court that brought equal
educational rights to negroes in
the now famous Brown vs. Board
of Education.
Before breaking up for the steak
dinner that awaited them, the
group assured Senator Magnuson
that he would be nominated for the
Friend of Education Award again
next year.
Earlier in the day, the senator
had spoken before the Kiwanis and
had attended an open forum at
which he had responded to
questions on water rights in the
Kittitas Valley.

The evening began with a
cocktail hour at 6 p.m. and wound
i.ts- way around to the speakers
,., d'
Water users
po mm at 7 p.m.
After the introduction of several
nail Magnqson
Washington State senators, came
iPeaker of the House, Don
Bagnariol; Superintendent of Pub/Senator Warren Magnuson is
lic Instruction, Dr.
Frank
apparently between a rock and a
Brouillet; U.S. Representative
hard spot. In discussions with
Joel Pritchard, representing the
· area growers, he sympathized
with them and said he would "haul
first congressional district; U.S.
Representative Norman D. Dicks,
· them in," meaning tbe Bureau of
representing the sixth congres- ' Magnuson supports Reclamation. But, in remarks the
day before, he said there is
s~tnal district; U.S. Representaeducation aid
apparent justification for some
tive Mike McCormack, representmistakes in predicting the amount
ing the fourth congressional
district and Senator Warren · G. State House of Representatives in of water that will be available to
Magnuson, the senior senator from 1933, and on January 3, 1937, he growers in any given season. He
began serving in the United States indicated there wasn't much more
the state of Washington.
Senator Magnuson talked the Congress. On December 13, 1944, could be done than slap their
language of the organization by he was appointed to the U.S. wrists and tell them not to do it
saying that presently the federal Senate to fill the unexpired term again.
government provides only about of Homer T. Bone. He has been a
Local grower Paul Sabin said to
8.5 percent of the aid to education.
senator from Washington ever Magnuson at the open forum at the
courthouse that there has been
He said he would continue to since.
Senator Magnuson thanked the "gr()SS mismanagement of availsupport federal aid to education,

Answers for Walla Walla
by Lawrence Breer

According to a news release
frc.m the office of Washington
Governor Dixie Lee Ray, 395
prisoners will be transferred out of
Walla Walla State Prison within
the next two months.
This is to be accomplished by
emergency expansions of Shelton,
Monroe and Indian Ridge facilities,
the· conversion of Cedar Creek,
and through the use of workrelease programs and transfers to
thf' Pre-Release Center.

The governor's office says that
an additional 673 prisoners can be
accommodated through various
corrective measures that will
occur over the next biennium.
Among these are the Skagit Honor
Camp, the conversion of the
former women's quarters, the new
Shelton facility; the new mental
health facility at Monroe; the
Corporate Task Force and addi_tional work release.
The governor estimates that
another 300 prisoners can expect
early releases ~nder the Popula-

tion Review procedure now being
followed by the Department of
Social and Health Services.
All new staff must have 40 hours
core curriculum orientation at the
facility prior to assignment. All
new correctional officers must
have 80 hours criminal justice
training. . There is to be an
additional 40 hours of on-the-job
training for all correctional officers. Finally there is to be an
annual recurring 20 hours of
training for all permanent staff.

able water."
Magnuson replied to Sabin,
after having met with the Kittitas
Reclamation District, that it
appeared there was "some kind of
feud -going on."
· Gaylord Bruketta, another

Senator in politics
since 1929
grower, said, "The Bureau of
Reclamation did everything to
emphasize Mother Nature's mistake." Magnuson replied that he
felt the bureau was embarrassed
about what happened in 1977.
Bruketta replied that he thought
they "weren't smart enough to be
embarrassed."
Dee Eberhart asked the ~enator
if there was anything that could be
done to prevent "this man-made
mistake from occurring again?"
Eberhart said the rural economy is
an important underpinning in this

valley. Magnuson replied that he
could insist that the Bureau of
Reclamation employ a hydrologist ·
that was answerable to the
farmers. "Let some independent
guy do it, and pay him out of
bureau funds," Magnuson said.
Rancher Bentley Kern said
there is a vast difference between
senior and junior water-rights. He
said the Kittitas Valley has been a
use~ for 45 years-''\~rhen do wie.
b~come a senior water user?"
Magnuson is on a state-wide
tour. Ellensburg was his first stop.
In the next month, Magnuson will
visit a number of cities in the
~tate.

Que$tion raised
on water feud
Members of the House and the
Senate are utilizing this time of
the year on their vacations from
Washington, D.C. to tour their
constituencies.
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News Notes
EOP members begin work
Three new staff members in the Educational Opportunities
Program will begin fall quarter, 1979: Myrtle Snyder has been
employed as an instructor in the Special Education department at
Central, Ethel Rose Clayton has been employed at the United
Indians Foundation in Seattle, and Oscar Trinidad has been
employed by the LULAC Educational Service Center in Tacoma.
The Educational Opportunities Program will be directed by Mike
Lopez who is the Assistant Dean for Minority Affairs.

Local artists feature work
Community Gallery, 408 112 N. Pearl, will feature the- 10th
Annual Kittitas County Open Show during August. A wide
variety of works by professional and non-professional local artists
will be on display beginning August 4 with a preview, and ending
September 3. Tuesday through Saturday-noon !o 5 p.m.

New procedure for CETA people
As a result of new CET A guidelines, and in view of possible
confusion surrounding the hiring and use of CET A employees by
Central, the Staff Personal Office must now begin to request that.
we be notified whenever you are making application for CETA
employment of any type no matter what title you are applying
under .
w~ must have a copy of the job description and/or a copy of the
contract request before the person is hired. This is so because
CETA employees must receive the same treatment as any other
Central employee.
'
This procedure is basically a record keeping activity for us, but
may, in the long run, eliminate much confusion for Central.
Secondly; we need a -centralized source for CETA information.
Thank you for your prompt and ongoing response to this
memorandum.

.

Dean of students

Honie struck by fire
by Lawrence Breer

Central's football opener
Central's season opening football game September 15, against
Linfield College will_ begin at 3 p.m. instead of the 1 · p.m. kickoff
which was previously announced.
The Linfield contest will be the first of five home games for the
Wildcats. Other Central home opponents are: Whitworth,
October 6, 1 p.m.; Eastern Oregon, October 20, 1.p.m.; Western
Washington, October 27, 1:30 p.m.; and Southern Oregon,
November 3, 1 p.m. Central's Homecoming is October 27.
Athletie dirQcfor Bink Beamer said the time change for the
Linfield contest was made to help accommodate the schedules of
students and parents who will be on campus for orientation.
Central's fall quarter classes begin September 27.
.
Coach Tom Parry's Wildcats, because of an Evergreen
Conference rule, must wait until September 1 to start workouts.
With only two weeks of practice, Central will be facing one of the
Northwest's small-college football powers. Linfield lost by one
point in the semi-fillals of last year's NAIA playoffs, and the
McMinnville, Ore~on, school will have approximately 120 players
turning out, including 47 lettermen.
·

New Health Center administrator
Dr. David Lundy, physician, has been recently appointed to the
position of physician administrator of the Health Center,
according to Don Guy, dean of students.
This action came in the wake of the proposed cuts in the funding
of the Health Center. Besides reducing the number of staff
members, it was proposed that the hours which the Health
Center remains open also be cut.
According to Guy, other staff positions at the Health Center are
still open.

Professor gets state chairman
Carolyn Searing, Central special education professor, has
recently been appointed state membership chairman for the
Association of Retarded Citizens.
The association's current membership drive would like to invite
professional people to join in the work of the association.

Tragedy struck the home of the
Dean of Student Development,
Don Guy, on the afternoon of July
31. At last report, the cause of the
fire was undetermined. Officials
only know that it started in the
east side of the residence.
A brisk wind blew on that
Tuesday, adding to the difficulty
that surrounds the putting out of a
fire.

Trucks from the Ellensburg
Rural and Reecer Creek Fire
Departments answered the 12:37
p.m. alarm, but could not save the
structure.
Hal Waterson, a neighbor who
resides across the road from the
Guy home, saw the fire and
reported it to the Ellensburg Fire
Department.
Brian Clark, son of county
auditor Beverly Clark, also saw
the fire and attempted to report it.
As he reached the operator, the

phone clicked and went dead. The
lines had apparently been severed
by the fire.
According to fireman Stan
Baker, the cause was undetermined due to the very complete
burning.
Firemen were perplexed for a .
short time by a broken hose that
caused them to lose water. The
hose was quickly r~placed by
another.
According to fireman Ron
Brown, KCFD #2 arrived at the
fire at 12:50 p.m.

Legislating for fun
Most of you are probably not Representatives and the State
aware that there are two Senate. Floor, majority, and
legislative bodies in Washington.
minority leaders are elected by
One is in Olympia which repre- students for each house. Before
sents the people of the state, and the session begins, workshops are
there is i;\lso the Washington held by different members regardStudent Legislature (WSL) which ing bill writing, the course of bills,
trains students on the legislative and parliamentary procedure. The
processes, and the roles of our houses then set up their commitrepresentatives. This next school , tees and begin writing bills.
year WSL will begin its 7th year
The WSL, over the past six
and will hold another session years, has covered a wide vairiety
during the next spring break.
of issues and concerns. In fact, the
Students from community col- WSL's legislation encompasses the
leges, private institutions, and the whole spectrum of life in the state
states five public universities meet of Washington.
Some of the
once every year to hold mock example legislations include:
legislative sessions. Students in Indian fishing rights, ecology
attendance are divided into two awareness, abortion, youth em,groups portraying the House of ployment, taxation, and social and

health services. Some of the bills
passed at the annual WSL session
are presented to our stat~
legislature and considered in tb
following regular session in
Olympia. All of the bills are
collected and printed in a bill book
which is sent to all who attendetl
the session.
In WSL, students research,
draft then debate, and finally pass
or fail the legislation. In addition
to proposing new laws and
amending or appealing others, the
rewards and frustrations of a
legislator are experienced fii!~t
hand by the participants. The
session leaves its alumni with a
sense of respect for legislators _a nd
the system.

WSL to meet
For all interested students, there will be a WSL meeting on
Monday, August 13. at 2 p.m. The meeting will be held in the
Psychology Building, room.471. For more information on WSL or i
the meeting call 925-2774.
·

Comedy pair at The Place
Lenny and Squiggy will appear at The Place on Saturday,
29,...for · an evening of outrageous comedy and rock
music.
"We're doing whatever's the most fun onstage-the show's
format is fairly relaxed," Michael McKean, Lenny's alter ego,
reflected. "We use special effects, but only to parody groups. We
light off some flash pots for our opening number, and we break out
_ the dry ice for 'Love Theme For Creature Without A Head,' a song
· we wrote for a horror film that was never shot. Which is just as
- well-if it had been released, we would have been shot," he
la~ghed.
·
Tickets for this show of uniqne humor and music are on sale now
at Bon ·Marche (Downtown, Southcenter, Northgate, Tacoma
Mall), Budget Tapes & Records (Burien), Bay Records & Tapes,
Shoreline Music, U. District Ticket Center, Carousel Music, Bell,
Book & Candle and The Place, all in the Seattle area.
Septem~er

& Galaxy Room
Serving the Ellensburg community
and college for 39 years.
Come see the 7th annual

WESTERN ART SHOW & AUCTION

August 24th, 25th, & 26th
at the Holiday Inn

. 4 Blocks

W. of
College U.S.
Hwy. 10
at Jct. of U.S.
. Hwy. 97
Ellensburg

rated 3rd in America

One of America's Finest Art Shows
Restaurant 962-9977

·Galaxy

Room 962-9908
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A place

to find
a friend

Text by
Mary Fridlund
Photos by
Damian A. Schwarz

THEGANG-Some of the drop-ins gather t ·d th · buldin
B
.
[Practicum Student], Cindy Hoff, Mary i:;;~y~ M:-k Klieni~ck a~~.:;.o~~=ft toFrightt: JaclkftBakte~ [hDireJctor],CJhoe McLaughlin
Mary Draper and Stan Bassett.
.
,
se.
ron row' e o rig t: oane
ase, Shelly Inwood,

, _~

Stan Bassett is a warm and
friendly person who enjoys fishing
and camping. Bassett is also a whiz
when it comes to the game of pool.
At the Ellensburg Youth Services,
he's just one of the guys. Only one
small thing makes Stan different.
At the age of eight he contracted
polio and has been in a wheelchair
ever since.
Bassett, along with one brother
and three sisters, grew up in the
farming area around Kent. He
'learned to cope ·with his disability
and returned to school. On his return, he found very little problem
with his situation. "It was a close
school," Stan recalls, "the kind of
place where everyone knew each
other."
After · Bassett graduated from
high school, lie attended Green
River Community College and
received his degree. In 1971, he enrolled at Central where he
majored in sociology and minored
in psychology.
.- .•
With degree in, hand, Stan once
aga~n returned to the Kent school
district, working as a special
instructor to children with problems in math.'
Last year, Stan returned to
Central to complete work on an
education certificate. "That's when
I found a CETA position open at
the Youth Services," Bassett said.
Stan applied for the position' and
now works with the youth of the
Ellensburg area.
St~n and the other four staff
members counsel the youth, plan
activities for them, and at times,
are just people to' talk too. The
. young people range in age from 12
to 17. Some have problems at
home or a problem with drugs,
·o thers have problems with the
·1aw. Twelve of the youths are .
actively counselled ·by request of
the juvenile court. A lot of them
just drop-in to socialize and all of
them are referred. to as drop-ins.
At the present time, the service
has 42 active drop-ins. Some drop
by every day while others show up
once or· twice a week. They can
drop in anytime until 9. p;m. during
the -week.
The · Youtb Services has a
combined ' office and lounge area
for the young people, and recently
relocated to a bigger building on
Main street. When the office
moved, repairs needed to be made.

Ninety percent of the repair and
building was completed by the
kids. A pool table is the center of
attention in the·lounge area, which
is still in the improvement stages.
The drop-ins have more repair
work on the list, but the work
must wait for the funding.
The Youth Services organization is funded through the State,
County, and a number of other
organizations. Once a month, the
Circle K Club plans an activity for
the drop-ins. Mike McLeod, the
director of Recreational ·Services
on campus, ·donated an afternoon
of pool to the . group. Baseball
games are formed and so are
swimming parties. Whether in or
out of the Youth Services facility,
one rule holds strong. No drugs or
booze on the premises or at any
function. "Those who abuse our
rule, lose their privilege to come to
· the serv;ces or participate in any
of the ~Ctivities we have," Stan
said.
·
The Youth Services gives the ·
young people · of Ellensburg a
chance to feel ·a part of the .comm unity and experience new
frontiers. This week you won't find
Stan or a number of the drop-ins at
the Youth Services, because they
went camping. For many Df the
youth this will be their first time
camping.

·THE COACH-Bassett is more than an employee of Youth Services

~----_;_;,~---~--...:.__ _:_..:..:..;..:..:..:.,;__:_:..:_:..:..:....:..:..:~___:~.:.....:...:.:..:..:..:..:;...:..:.:._:..:..:.:::__:_:...:.:..:.~_...:__:..~Hel.is a friend to people who need o,e~

___ ......__.........

·

·
•
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Editorial Page

What makes a cheerle~der yell?
by Lawrence Breer
Now here's the rest of the story.
If you're a sports fan', then
y:ou've seen cheerleaders. They
come in ubiquitous little groups

that jump and prance in front of
the fans and spectators, keeping '
up a steady line of yells, cheers ·
and acrobatic movements that
insure that the people . in the
stands will always have something
to look at and yell for.

For .better or worse
by Dave Christopher

It has even been speculated that young women are shy, and they ·
"The whole truth is that females
the cheetleader is the most find that working with this kind qf : are not really the better audience
capable element in the case of a group can be an alter ego to people. A crowd is much more
crowd control. They do have the shyness-and it's a clt.ance to meet responsive .to the male."
~
attention of the audience, or can a lot of people."
"The interest in cheerleading
get it.
Is cheerleading a sexist thing? comes and goes in waves. Some
In an attempt to understand the
Yes it is. It's burdened by all years, we have more applicants
cheerleader psyche, the CRIER those stereotypes_. We all know than can possibly do the job.
went to the source. We inter- that the Dallas Cowboys _cheer- Others, we have to go out and
viewed cheerleaders and counsel- leaders are not there to be recruit. We do feel that cheerors that were here .at Ce~tral cheerleaders, but to put on a skin leading is more academic than
during the summer. We asked show that pleases a certain socialistic.
As counselors, we
tbem pointedly, why anyone would element of the audience."
emphasize academic excellence,
want to become a cheerleader. , "Cheerleading. started as an all · . vocational education and personal
"Young. women become cheer- male system in the beginning. We enrichment."
leaders because there is limelight, have some young men with us, but
If you're wanting to be a
involvement and popularity in sometimes they have to fight some cheerleader, chances are it won't
doing the cheerleader task."
real odds to be cheerleaders. They make any difference if you're male
"Most young women have are · often kept from being or female.
It will make a
wanted to be cheerleaders for a cheerleaders by peer pressure.
difference .though, how much of
long time. They find it is a There is the bug-a-boo that · yourself you're willing to give to
vicarious way to enjoy sports."
plagues the male mind telling it to the cause of cheerleading. You,
"This is a form of pagentry that be involved in sports. To be a will need to be energetic,
is needed in this country-there is cheerleader would be a sissy thing. resom:ceful and enjoy sports.
no royalty . here-it is close to There is tremendous pressure
There is a regalness and
ceremo9y, and it's special because from fathers and from the schools pagentry about cheerleading that
you have· made it over others."
to keep young men out of the makes people feel good. Get out
"It's a way of showing off. Some cheerleader ranks."
there and do your best.
1
1

0

ed from the faculty. Although the ,
paper had faculty advisors, they
Starting this fall quarter, the were seldom seen in the ·C~IER
CAMPUS CRIER will become part offices.
of the mass media department.
With the CRIER and the journWith the CRIER going academ- alism program being seperate
ic, t he newspaper will no longer be entities, it leaves both with holes
run exclusively by students.
to plug in order to be complete.
This move has been both critOver the last few years, the
isized and applauded by journal- CRIER editors have done very
ism students.
well at installing degrees of profesAs a graduate in journalism, I sionalism on the newspaper's staff.
felt the program was floundering, This year, the CRIER had eight
lacking in solidarity. There was no writers· win awards at the
unity between classroom training Inland Empire's Chapter of Profesand the field experience of sional Journalists, Sigma : Delta
working on the CRIER. In fact it Chi. Yet, overall as a newspaper,
was a total separation.
the CRIER captured no awards.
Despite the program's requireThere is a need for both the
ment that a journalism student journalism program and the
must work a year on the paper CRIER to quit working against
before being eligible to graduate, each other aI)d join forces. I
t he CRIER was given little believe the addition of the CRIER
sup port and attention by the to the journalism program will
faculty.
strengthen it and could prove benThe paper was constantly being eficial for both. The faculty should
maligned by the department's help the newspaper with leaderfaculty, which helped to broaden ship and organization, but they
~ t]le gap between the two.
should leave story assignments ·
My first two and" a half years at and editorial policy decision up to
Central, I got the impression that the students.
t he CRIER was a worthless effort.
ff the department and the Dear Editor:
But, when I got involved with the CRIER can create a bond of unity,
newspaper, I realized that .crit- and work towards the common
Since way back in 1960, I've
icism comes easy when you're on goal of quality, no fonger will been a regular reader of the
the outside looking in.
mediocrity be an accepted stan- longish line of campus ministers, in
The CRIER was run totally by dard.
their various columns, letters,
the students, which was a great
The best thing for the CRIER interviews, and such,. in the
learning experience, but the paper journalism program and Central, . CRlER. In two decades, you can
lacked leadership and organiza- would be to have the number one · suffer quite a bit of Christianizing.
tion.
college newspaper in the state. And it's always been interesting to
It never got the professional
Christian indignation
The test lies ahead, the answer watch
leadership.a~d advisement it need~
change into un-Christian selfr:emains to be seen.
righteousness. Sometimes it
almost seems, among campus
ministers at least, that · change is
generic. One might almost say
genetic. · Maybe even Genesic.
Due to an error on our part, the open hous-e advertised in the
And thus, perhaps, beyond conJuly 26 issue of the CRIER has been cancelled.
cern.
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But the Reverend Caughey's lot of people who disagree with
July 26 column really is a bit much. him, mostly because he has had to
Now actually, three-fourths of it is make more hard decisions in a
not too bad, granting it the week . than most of us are called
standard .mask of Christian humil- . upon to make in a year. And it
ity-thin and de rigue~. But 1.ooks as if he has done his job up
that's not the point. The point is front and with integrity, remainhis calling Ed Harrington a "hit ing a decent man • consistent with
man." Now surely many, maybe his principles.
even most, of us can find some
Now please understand that a
things that Ed has done with . campus minister's job is not one
which we disagree. I know that he that I would like to do. But it does
and I have had some testy roun_ds seems to me that if you accept
over the years. But a "hit man?" . money to serve as even a really
For chrissakes! For Christ's sake? hip, youn·g minister of the
Maybe "hit man" is the vogue Christian faith, you ought to leave
term this quarter. Maybe Ed used a little room in your public
it himself. I don't know. But the utterances for at least the shadows
good reverend is the one who is of some old verities like Christian
using it to help us keep the faith.
humility and compassion. Maybe
And to call Ed Harrington a hit keeping the faith isn't really so
man is a cheap shot-one might important as speading a little more·
even say that it is an un-Christian of it around.
cheap shot.
It's also bad
On the other hand, word's out
semantics. If by "hit man" all you that and yet another campus
meant was someone who does hard minister is about due to hit .town,
. and .painful jobs, okay. But "hit typewriter at the ready~
man" has ether overtones that are ·
simply not,.true here.
n. w. Cvwmag•
· ·~Hit men•• are mercenary. They Prefeueref~
go where the money is. Ed has Director, Academie Skills Center
stayed here during some very bad
years and fought a hard, hard fight
helping keep this place alive.
"Hit men•• are call~us. 'lDd
unfeeling.
And anyone who
knows Ed at ali knows the very
· real and draining anguish that he
has endured during these years.
Life cannot be . just one sherry
hour after .anuther: ··
·
. "Hit men" are ~atory. They .
Word has it that we are losing
hit town, do their number, and Rev. Don Caughey to Stanford.
then leave so they can comfortably · Indeed, this is a great loss for
escape the implications and reper- Central.
cussions of their actions. No one of
Aside from his assigned duties,
any perception at all can claim that Don managed to impart some of
of Ed Harrington. Were he a true his wisdom and friendship to many
"hit man" he would be running off of us, and his.column in. the CRIER
to some place warm and pleasant achieved a hitherto unknownto enjoy the fruits of his labors.
that of the articulate, informed,
California would be nice.
and wisen voice in the dark.
No. "Bd Harrington is ·
a~'1hit
So here's to _Stanford, you're
man." He is just a man who has ~ getting one hell of (whoops) a guy!
had to stick out an- incredibly : We'll keep the faith.
tough and draining job for a lot of
years. He's a man who has had a '. FS Mueggler

·Caughey
missed

not
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Professor states,

Keep the Faith
\

by Father Joe Kenna
What is a _university? Josef Peiper, in his essay Leisure, the
Basis of Culture' wrote the following: "For Leisure in Greek is
skole, and jn Latin schola, the English 'school'."
The word used to designate the place where we educate and
teach is derived from a word which means 'leisure'. 'School' does
not, properly spe'aking, mean school, but 'leisure'.
A college of arts and sciences may be defined as "a place of
leisure where normal commercial considerations are put aside· and
ideas can be examined for their own sake ... "
This ·idea, applied to a university, stands in contrast to
prevailing "work ethic" attitudes of American society. These
would replace leisure with the motivating force called work. Arts
and sciences are considered worthless if they do not prepare
students for a career. It is easy enough to identify the work ethic
on Central's campus.
We do not ask publicly, for example, if students are civilized as a
result of their studies. We want to know what kind of jobs they
will get as a result of their training.
Students demand high grades because they have worked hard
and not because they are competent. Most of every graduation
class departs with honors, and intellectual poverty goes unnoticed
in the scramble to get jobs.
Even faculty members talk about being paid for their work.
Teacher's salaries should be honorariums that release scholars
from economic need so they may pursue their studies
uninhibited by economic concerns.
Money does not speak to the value of a painting, a book, speech,
lecture, play, conversation or the understanding that is the result
of such communication.
·
The State Legislature will probably never comprehend that a
university has no product, is not a business and does not lead to a
career. For this very reason, Central must be even more
:committed to the idea that it is a community of thinking people,
examining and eloquently discussing Western Civilization's
concept of "the good life."
, The academic community must resist the growing tendency to
make educational decisions solely on economic considerations.
The university should cultivate contemplation, intuition, talent,
insights and intellectual gifts for their own sake: all these values
being suspect in a work ethic society.
.
Is Central in fact, as well as in name, a university? The answer
to this que~tion is determined by the ability of the university's
community to unite in a common commitment to "leisure".
EDITORS NOTE-With the departure of Reverend Don Caughey
from the campus, we are pleased to welcome Father Joe Kenna to
our summer staff.

'Speed reading is bunK
by Barbara Berry
Dr. Delwyn Schubert, professor ·
of education and director of the
'r eading clinic at California State
University at Los A~geles, presented a lecture on The Truth
About Speed · Readiiig- in Sam's
Place in the SUB, Tuesday,
August 7.
Schubert, who received his
Ph.D. from Northwestern University, is presently teaching reading
· classes on Central's campus.
Schubert beg-an his lecture by
presenting a brief history of speed
reading in which he pointed out
that millions of dollars are spent
annually by people seeking to
increase the rate at which they
consume words. But, based -0n re. search done in 1917 by Edward
Lee Thorndike, Schubert said,
"Reading is reasoning, reading is
thinking,. reading is a meaningful
kind of process. 'Reading isn't
looking at words and belting down
paragraphs and flipping pages. We
have to know something to bring
to those printed symbols so the
author can convey the ideas he had
in mind when he put them on
paper."
Articles have appeared in newspapers and magazines claiming
fantastic rates of reading reached
by certain individuals, some as
high as 20,000 words per minute.
According to Schubert, that
amounts to turning 70 pages per
.minute. He reaches the conclusion
"that these speed readers must sit
in front of a strong electric fan."
One man read 55,055 words per

words per minute. Anything more
is skimming.
Schubert said the quality of the
material and the purpose for
reading should determine how fast
one reads. Some things are
designed to read slowly for the
esthetic enjoyment derived from
them, and usually one reads faster
when reading for entertainment
than when reading for details.
Schubert concluded the lecture
with tips on speeding your
reading. He said each of us could
improve .- our reading by 50 to 100
percent without loss of comprehension if we overcome the bad
habits of vocalization, head wagging from side to side, pointing to
the words, and unnecessary
regressions and include the following good habits of grouping words
in meaningful units, sitting up
straight with the book held at a
right angle to the line of sight,
practice reading more rapidiy and
fixing on key words such as nouns,
verb_~ ~-~d . negatives.

minute or 185 pages per minute.
How does he do it? The article
explained that sometimes he
begins in the middle of the page
and goes out to the sides,
sometimes he reads down one
page and up the next with the
result that "the sequence is
sometimes a little mixed up."
Finally, experts began to get
articles published on the subject.
According to Eugene Ehrlich, of
Colorado University, "speed read.ing is the bunk." And again, a
psychologist by the name of
Carver claims that speed reading
is skimming, not reading. It is,
Carver says, "About 5 percent
sense and 95 percent nonsense."
According to Schubert, there
are physiological and anatomical
limitations to how fast one can
read. We a;re limited in what we
can see at a given point. The
fastest the eye can see (not
comprehend) words on a page is
about 1400 words a minute. The
top reading speed . is 800 to 900

i

-

-
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KtntuekLJ fried &kick-ea.
Welcomes
Rodeo fans & participants
Have
a

good
one!
301 SOUTH MAIN
ELLENSBURG, WASHINGTON 98926

(509) 925-1451

Top milkers to compete
More than 100 head of cattle
• fFom the Northwest's top Milking
Shorthorn herds are expected at
the Northwest Regional Milking
Shorthorn Show to be held the last
four days of the 1979 Central
Washington State Fair, which
runs September 28-0ctober 6, in
Yakima.
The show is the first of its kind
to be held regionally in the
Northwest area for the Milking
Shorthorn breed. A good turnout
is expected, with some 45 head of
cattle entered from Washington,..
including several head from one of
the state's top milk-producing
herds in Enumelaw.

.

In addition, 30 head are
expected from Oregon along with
possible entries from California
and Montana.

Approximately $6,000 in prize
money will be awarded, and the
national president and secretary
will be in attendance to oversee
the show.
Trophies from the national office
will go to the grand champion cow
and grand champion bull, and
individual breeders throughout
the Northwest · will also be
awarding trophies to those animals deserving of special merit.

Judging is scheduled for Thursday, October 4 only, and is based
on the Shorthorn's general appearance as a regular dairy-type
animal. Cattle four months of age
and older may be entered.

Authentic

Rodeo T · Shirts

The Milking Shorthorn is
well-known for longevity in terms
of milk production, and is one of
the nation's fastest growing
breeds. In the past, the Shorthorn
has served as a dual purpose
animal used for both milk and beef.
Today, however, the breed is
largely recognized as a regular
dairy animal.

········~·······················
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500

Rick Sasaki
962-9~92

'Tear after year. semester
I after semester, the
C'ollegeMaster· from
Fidelih Union Life has
been the most accepted,
most popular plan on
campuses all over America.
Find out why.
Call the Fidelity Union
College Master·
Field Associate
in your area:

~-~;;t,,"._,
~
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· '

.

.

CDllegeMaster"
·············•··················

All sizes

Now serving=
beer & wine!
Choose from our fine line of
Ste. Michelle wine & imported beers

0

7th & Main
Ellensburg
Good Things frorn the Sea
and Around th e World

Boys-Girls-Mens-Womens
The True Rodeo Spirit, can be found
when wearing

~he

authentic Rodeo

T-Shirt found only at Berry's.
Be 1ure you get yours.

Open FriCJay until 9 p. m.
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Rodeo weekend is here again
t

. : ;.,.

/<'

~~,.*',:~

\

A ONE AND A TWO-A clown acts as conductor for one of the bands in the rodeo parade which has been billed
as the horseiest parade in ·the West.

,•

Rodeo weekend is a spe_,ial time ~ound Ellensburg, not only for
t he people of the Kittitas Valley, but for the people who travel
from all over the United States. Some come to see the fanfare and
all the_ glitter that a rodeo can bri!:j-, while others_come to make
the glitter. ·
Every year, on Labor Day weekend, hundreds of the nation's
top cowboys come to Ellensburg to compete in the biggest three
performance rodeo in th nation, Awhile thousands of weekend
cowboys come to cheer them on and to view the spectacle known
as rodeo.
There are long lines to wait in, but you finally make it to your
seat a nd t here you are. Y u can see :.he cowboys warming up their
valuable quarter hor ses and, even watching them ride at a
leisurely pace around the arena, you can feel t he ener gy star t to
build. With your rodeo program close at hand, you are ready for
the day's event s to beg~'il.
The afternoon opens at 1 p.m. with the Indians entering the
arena. This in itself is a treat. The Yakima Indians come in their
full dress costumes and _give a marvelous performance of ancient
Indian dances. Each dan e has it &· own history or story to tell.
This is not the only appearance by the Indians, however. Chiefs
and braves alike parade in front of the grandstand and make the
short trek up the side of the hill to t~e east of the arena. There
they sit and wait to make t he histor/~·ride down the side of the hill,
just like their ancestors did hundreds of years ago. As the cannon
sounds and the Indians ride down, the afternoon's festivities have
begun.
~
~:;

As you pull your events schedule out of your program, you can
see that this is only the beginning. Again your eyes go to the track
for t he colorful grand eRtry. The entry and ~he introductions let
the crowd meet the rodeo royality, stock contractors, clowns and
rodeo board members. From the round of applause, you know the
crowd really appreciates the work done by these people.
Now the excitement begins. For the next four hours, cowboys
from all over the world will thrill you with bareback and
saddle bronc r iding, calf roping, steer wrestling, races and the ever
popular bull riding. In between the screams and the cheers of the
· crowd, the e ntertainment never stops. Trick rid~rs and the
fearless clowns of the arei;ia are always available for continuous
laughs and ~urprises.
·

As t he chut es open, you will have t he opportunity to see
cowboys such as Larry Mahan, one of the_t op money winners on
the curcuit today. Don Gay may be there too. Gay was the
national chamoion bull rider last year. Every event in a rodeo
performer's life presents its da ngers, but bull riding is d ifferent.
Hundreds of pounds of the meanest bulls wait to meet t he cowboy
as he prepares to ride. A braided loose rope called a bull rope is
fastened on the bull. It can only be fastened in a manner t hat will
allow t he rope to fall off the bull at the end of t he ride. The rope
must also have a bell attached that will hang under the bull's belly.
This rope is the only thing which keeps the rider on t he bull. The
cowboy holds on to the rope with one hand, and at no t ime during
the ride can the rider touch the bull with his free hand. Whether
he lasts t he full eight seconds or not, the problem of getting away

from the bull is apparent. This is where the rodeo clowns come in.
During the other events, they joke atid entertain the audience, but
now they get to work. Split second timing is required by the
clowns as they dodge and tease t he bull while t he rider is allowed
to escape. The clowns become an intricate part of the bull riders
life. A high score on the ride gives the rider a chance at the
winnings. Each cowboy is riding and competing for a share of the
purse money totaling over $18,000, with entry fees adding another
$15,000.
.
Before you know it, the last bull has been released from the
chutes and tbe crowd starts making their way back across the
fairgrounds. Some will stay to enjoy the county fair and carnival.
Other s will be returning for the night shows which are offered free
of char ge.
It has been an afternoon of thrills and spills. An afternoon of
shar ing encour agement and disappointment with hundreds of
other stranger s.' As you walk off into t he setting sun, you know
you have see n t he best, because you have seen t he Ellensburg
Rodeo.

*NOTE-Please note the early starting time for the Monday rodeo
performance. The one hour change was made to aid travelers in
getting an early s~art home. A travel tip for t hose weary t ravelers
without motel reservations: the university has housing available
at a very reasonable rate. For more information, contact Central's
Cl>nference Center in Courson Hall.

..,
_
SCHEDULE OF EVENTS
SATURDAY-September 1
10:00 a.m.-Gigantic Western Parade
1:00 p.m.- Indians D~nce in AJe.ta
1:20 p.m.-Rodeo Grand Entry and RODEO
4:30 p.m.- Indian Village Open
7:30 p.m.-New! Exciting! Posse Night Show
Throughout Da, - -Kitt it as 1"0 nty
Fair and Carnival
SUNDAY-Septembe.r 2
1:00 p.m.-Indians "Deince "in n-?ena .
1:20 p.m.-Rodeo Gra nd Ent r y and RODEO
4:30 p.m.-Indian Village Open '
7:30 p .m.-New! Exciting! Posse Nigh t Show
Throughout Day--.t\.1tmasuo~nty
Fair and Carnival
MONDAY- September 3 (Labor Day)
*12:00 noon-=-Indianlj. Dance in Are~
12:20 p.m.- Rodeo Grand Entry 1and RODEO FINALS
3:30 p.m.-lndia n Village Open
Throughout Day-Kittitas County
Fair a~d Carnival
"

LONG REACH-Calf roper s have to make a long stretch to reach their prey-a wild calf just off the range.

RUN FOR YOUR LIFE-Split second timing is r equired by the clowns as they dodge -and t ease the bull while the rider is allowed to
escape.

WHOA JJABY -One of t~ie e ents of t"ie a.~ernoon is the dinner
bell handicap. Here colts make a mad dash to their mothers at the
other end of the track.

Text by Mary Fridlund

Photos by Damian A. Schwarz

..

RIDE 'EM COWBOY- The saddle bronc competition. is a good place to display the skills of a
qualified cowboy.

GIT ALONG LITTLE DOGGIE- Friends of rodeo clown J ohnny Tat um enter tain the crowd between events.

J
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Ted Bundy convicted of murder
by Eric Gleason
"I'm just furious that the jury
spent so little time on it
considering the number of issues.
They didn't get enough time to
deliberate. Plus, they even asked
questions and took time out to eat
dinner. I can't understand it."

_/
Students on · campus at the time of the
Rancourt disappearance -gave police
artists this description. No arrests were
ever made. Police have no evidence to
involve this man with the abduction
'
but the case is still
open.

These were the feelings expressed by Louise Bundy after the
jury convicted her son Ted, finding
him guilty on seven counts of
murder, attempted murder, and
burglary.
Bundy sat quietly with his
finger over his upper lip peering
directly at the jury ·as the verdict
was read. Sitting on both sides of
him were his attorneys, Margaret
Good and Lynn Thompson, who
provided legal aid throughout the
entire case. Although the case
lasted only five weeks, it has
become one of the most interesting
cases in U.S. history. Bundy was
brought to trial in Florida after the
murders of two young women at
the Chi Omega sorority house on
January 15, 1978.
Bundy was taken into custody
and questioned regarding the
death of several young women. He·
became a suspect in Florida after ·
he was discovered in the area.
Authorities from Washington and
Utah were also seeking to question
him for crimes committed there.
Bundy had been ,the main suspect
in the murders of Margaret
Bowman 21, and Lisa Levy 20,
both from St. Petersburg, Florida.;
He was arrested -in Florida on
February 15, 1978.
Bundy, age 32, is a former
Tacoma law student. He took
classes at UPS for two years then
dropped · out of school.
He
disappeared for awhile before
becoming

SUMMER SALE ENDS
SATURDAY AUG.11th
40 % off Dresses
40 % off Jean jumpsuits
40% off Nigh'tgowns · &
robes
25% off Pants

.

SALE TABLE OF SUMMER TOPS
FROM 5 99 TO 9 99
JEANS AS LOW AS 9 99
Open Late Thurs. Nights
5th & Pearl
925-4330

one

of

the

many

suspects in the kidnapping and
murders of.several women in this
state. These incidents took place
in late 1973 and 1974 when nine
women wer.e reported missing~
One of the women, a student here
at Central, was Susan Elaine
Rancourt. Susan was last seen the
night of April 17, 1974 at 10 p.m.
She was described as blonde, five
feet two inches, 120-130 pounds in
weight, and 18 years of age.
Family and friends became concerned when she had not called
home or been seen at her .
residence hall.
Susan's parents returned here
from their home in Alaska to be
near the investigation. Her
parents also printed up fliers and
distributed them around campus.
They posted a $1,000 reward for
information on Susan's whereabouts.. Those who .saw her last
were asked to please contact
Central or their nearest police
department.

CASH
paid for your

BOOKS

Used book buy back
Aug 16th - 17th
next Thurs. & Fri. 9:00 a.m. - _5 :00 p.m.

Almost a year later, a total of 13, 1975. Search and rescue units
nine women were missing. They had been working for months on
were Donna Manson 19, Brenda the few leads they had, and were
Ball 22, Georgann Hawkins 18, and continuously sweeping the wooded
Bonnie Stuth 19, all from the areas of the Taylor and Tiger
Seattle-Tacoma area. The remains Mountains. Theories were develof four of the women were found oped relating the missing girls
by tw~ students from .Green River · deaths and the name "Ted."
No one was able to give a full
Community College. Their remains were found in a brush description of the man or the
covered area east of High way 18, vehicle .he was driving. Not all of
about four miles south of I-90 in . the bodies were found , nor was a
the Taylor Mountain area.
A complete skeleton of any of the
positive identification was made · missing girls. After five years,
from the remains by the King this case still remains pretty much
a' mystery.
Coun.t.x~.Sheriff$_ Department;
They positively identified Brenda
In Bundy's recent court case,
Ball.
The only information on the the jury was presented with
killer was that he was known as a several pieces of evidence relating
Bundy, who .,
man who went by the name of Ted. to the murders.
Witnesses stated that a !Jlaµ in his decided to represent himself,
·mid 20's, over five feet tall,
wanted much of this evidence
medium build, and wearing a sling surpressed from the jury as he felt
over his arm, had spoken to many ~t was not complete and would not
girls asking for their assistance.
hold up in court. Fifty percent of
That same person was reportedly the case against Bundy rested
seen at Lake Sammamish State upon a positive identification by
Park where he had spoken to Miss Nita Neary who caught a
several young women.
He glimpse of Bundy leaving the
appeared to have his arm wrapped sorority house the night of the
in a cast or sling and was murders.
requesting help getting a sailboat
Pictures of the victims were
off the top of his car. A man with a shown to the jury as the
similar description was seen at prosecuting attorney tried to draw .
Central. He had his arm in a sling their attention to the marks on the rand had approached two students body. These marks included bite
requesting help with books and marks found on the buttocks of
,packages. There were several coed Lisa Levy. Dental evidence
other suspects in the state who fit was presented that showed the
the description, and all were teeth marks were made by Bundy.
questioned regarding the case.
Two days after the jury found
Susan Rancourt's body was Bundy guilty on all counts, they
found by members of the King voted to send him to the electric
Bundy · has decided to
County Sheriff$ Department in the chair.
Taylor Mountain area on March appeal his conviction.

Ellensburg- Windy
city of the west
by Dareece Dotson

pressure area. The wind travels
from high to low pressure areas.•
The wind blows and blows in To relieve the high pressure on
Ellensburg. Springtime is usually the coast the wind travels toward
the worst time with gusts the Cascades.
bombarding college students as
Once the \ wind reaches th"'
well as the town residents. But, Cascades it takes the path of least
haven't you ever wondered why ·resistance through Snoqualmie
the Kittitas Valley is honored with Pass, the lowest point in the
the wind?
Cascade Range.
Many people believe the wind is
Some of the characteristi~s of
caused by the collision of cool air the pass also add to the severity of
from the mountains and hot air the wind. Because the pass is
from the valley.
The Indians narrow, pressure builds, iitbelieve.it is their ancestors coming creasing the velocity of the wind.
home. Well, they're both wrong. The wind literally squirts through
To understand why it's windy in the pass, picking up speed as
Ellensburg, we first need to know exhaust gases speed up through a
some basi~ meteorology. First, in venturi.
the western hemisphere, wind
When the wind reaches the
travels across the continent from Kittitas Valley, it just bursts O\~
west to east. . Secondly, wind ·and lets loose. And it blows and
travels from high to low pressure blows. Because the Valley is wide,
areas. Now envision a newsman's it's the perfect climate for wind
weather map and his clouds and dissipation. Eventually, the wirJi
the puzzle will start to fall in place. will quit blowing as ·the coast
There is a usual low pressure- settles back into a low pressure
area on the west side of the system.
mountains. But, as a storm moves
So, when you hear the coast ~s
in, the pressure changes, and the . expecting a storm, be prepared for
the famous Ellensburg gusts to hit
result is a high pressure system.
The Kittitas Valley is usually a low town ~ few hours later.

FOREIGN CAR REPAIRS
AND PARTS
.

Hours
Aug. 20th - Sept. 14th.
1 p.m. to 5 p.m ..

1NDEPENDENT AUTO REPAIR
603 North Main

·925-5539

Q
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Mount Rainier: Heaven on Ea·rth

c .

Photos by
Damian A. Schwarz

•

S · on classes will
be over. Time to enjoyr
I

.ne warm weather.

HAIR FORUM

Let the call ·of nature

Latest Styling for
Men & Women

take you to where the ·

~ir is scented from

We carry a· complete skin

I •sh meado-ws.

care line from:

Pull up a rock and

Apple Pectin Perms $35.00 includes
· . Hair cut 4 Condition

enjoy God's

OPEN EVENINGS

masterpiece ...

407. E. 3rd ·
visit Mount Rainier.

Coupon expires -

718 E 8th . Next to Pizza Place

NATURAL WOMAN

9/30/79
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Station owner reflects on shortage
homes. And, where Albertson's is: in, tanked them up, and rushed
was where the Catholic school them out. You just couldn't give'One would think that someone used to be."
them service. I hated it. Now, it
with 29 years in the gas station .
The changin_g complexion of has eased off quite a bit, and I like
business would readily remember . Ellensburg also affected Shreve.
it better. I have time to talk to my
the price of gas per gallon in the\ When the lease came up for his customers, and give them seryear he first startell in the : station four years ago, the vice."
business, especially with the : company decided not to renew it.
Talk, he does, and sometimes
present concern over prices. But · Shreve moved down one block and not always on the pleasant topics
for Bill Shreve, owner and : took over the managership of the that are usually exchanged bemanager of the Arco station on the ·: Arco station. Last year, h~ bought tween customer and attendant.
corner of Eig·hth and "B'' Streets, f the station from the company. It is
"Right now the worst aspect of
...the price was really of no concern 1i a small operation with a staff of the job is the price of gas. Because
since gas was plentiful then and . four that includes Bill himself. He the customer never sees anyone
cheap and, anyways, the move into ' usually works from 7 a.m. to 4 p.m. else but us representing the oil
the gas station business was taken five days a week; and during that companies, they give us the static
for a different economical con- · time, he keeps reminding his crew about the price. Not everyone
sideration."
I of what it is that keeps customers
"l was a young man with a . coming back.
'I'd be the first to
growing family. I had graduated
"I think the number one thing is
from Perry Trade School in service. I don't just mean filling admit that the price
Yakima and was working for J.C . . the tank, but checking the tires,
is terrible.'
I reallyt the oil, the air filter, fan belt and
Penny's in Prosser.
wasn't making enough money to so on, and making sure the people • I I I I I I e e • I • I e I I e e e I I e I .
live on, and I saw where Standard are aware of the needs of their car. does, but there are a few that can
• •
• ••
• • • • • yet we are v.ery low keyed make it pretty irritating at times.
'The price was
salesmen.
We always let the I'd be the first to admit that the
customers have the final say and · price is terrible. Yet there .isn't
rea llY 0 no concern never try to force something on anything that I can do about it. It ,
since gas . was
them that they don't want. In fact, really isn't all OPEC either. Our
we get more complaints from oil companies are making a
plentiful then ... '
people for not checking their cars, fantastic profit."
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • and telling them what needs
It is hard for Shreve to convince
Oil Company was offering good replacement. The people ap- some people that it isn't him that
wages for its station managers. I preciate honest treatment."
is making the profits from the
- - - - - - - B i l l Shreve-------(l:looked into it. In July of 1950, I
One of Shreve's employees, Paul. increase in gas prices.
had my own station in Yakima, and Lancaster, has been with him for.
"In the old days, anyone could goes a cent lower, and they switch I don't think, though, that it will be
I almost doubled my previous over fifteen years. Others have open a gas station. If you made a stations. That just strikes me as a as traumatic of a thing as some
salary though I was putting in a 48 included many college students, buck, you made a buck. If you heck of a way to run a business." people are saying. We won't b~
Shreve sees himself staying in limited to two or three gallons a
hour, six days a week schedule." most of whom were good workers\ 1 didn't, you went broke. But now
Thus was the start of Shreve's and became good friends. Shreve you are allotted only a certain the business for a considerable week or some such limited ration.
apprenticeship. He stayed six . is constantly receiving invitations number of gallons, and the time, then possibly retiring from It will be administered reasona y.
years in Yakima before he was from his former employees to 1 government says that you can only the station. But he does see and people will be able to adjust
transferred to Moses Lake to come visit them. Some of the f make a certain number of <'ents changes .coming along that will without too much difficulty. The
manage a bigger station.
offers come from as far away as per gallon from your allotment. · · effect him less than the younger only problem for us, the station
From there, the next move was Alaska, a place that Shreve says
"It is not really a free enterprise· station owners coming behind hi~. owners, will be the fact that WP
to Wenatchee for a still larger he would like to visit, and he might system any more. Like in 1974,
"I don't know how far in tht will have to handle more bookwork
operation.
Ellensburg had its just take up one of those offers. when they froze the profit margin future, but I .think eventually because of it."
appeal though, and Shreve moved • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • for the gas stations, my net that there will be self-service stations . . . I I e e I e I I I I • I I I I I I I I I I
down from Wenatchee, changed oil
·'I_ think the
year was roughly the same as my in most towns and cities with a ·
companies to Chevron, and mannet"'last year. This little increase number of small garages to handle · . 'I have the greate~t
number -0 ne thing we just got will help, but we all the mecha.nical problems.
aged the Chevron station on the
customers, the .
"In Ellensburg, for example, I
corner of Eighth and "C" Streets
;S serv;ce. ,
know that inflation just seems to
for the next ·18 years.
"
"
be going up and up, and who can see maybe two big self-service~ nicest people in t!~e
"Back then, the freeway wasn't 1 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
knows about next year and the stations to serve the whole town.
world.'
even being built, and most of the
Yet running a small es~1:1.01is11- year after that and the year after It isn't an encouraging prospect
traffic went right through Ellens- ment isn't all easy, and many of that. I've made a decent living. I for the person interested in_
burg down Eighth street.
the problems are externally never thought I would get rich in starting in the business, but one
Yet, gas rationing will elimi" at
that he should consider.
Business was usually always good. created and beyond Shreve's this business, and I haven't!'
something that Shreve and many
Tben, too, Ellensburg looked control.
Shreve has no plans to try to
"Also, he should be a good others have enjoyed.
.a little different, at least from the ·
"This recent gas crunch really supplement his income by charg- mechanic and . be willing to study
"The little. children now, my
~iewpoint from my station. Where
messed things up. Especially in ing customers for services. like because the cars have become so children's children,· will not ua\ • •
the College apartments are, there June when there were gas lines all washing the windows
and intricate and complicated that; · the opportunity like we had to run
used to be four large residential over town. Then, you rushed them . checking the tires that are, at the even after all these years, it just' around, go places, and do things.
~IS'Eiiliti~iS'!SSSSSSMii&li•i&ll988SSlii81iii81i~~8S~ISS&i51S!ii8!8S~ , present, included in the price of
They just won't have the gas to do
I I I I • I • e \ I • I I I I ••• I I I I e
·it
with. I feel badly about that
gas, even if the government can't
·'Our o'il companies _because
we've done a lot of hiking,
decide whether or not to allow
camping,
and sight seeing, and
'
station
,
owners
to
do
so.
are
·making
a
ROOMMATE l\leginning ~all Quarter in Herri~e House Apts~
have traveled around this countrz
"It's a lot of hoopla. I can't
Furnished-Just $75 per month (
·
,
·
fantastic profit.'
down to California and up to .
envision myself charging for those
Interested?
Call. Eric at
e
e
I I • I ~ e I ~ I I I I I e I e I I I I e · Canada and around the Northservices. If full service stations do
~~~="-~'~->-'>--'>~,~~~~~~~~~~
staggers ; me to look under the .west, and we never thought about ·
~barge, it will be far in the future.
.
.
,.
gas availability or the price. We
hood of $ome of these new cars .
. Mainly because it is the personal
They're' sure not like the Fords could always get gas and go. Bu.;
service that keeps the customers
the kids are going to miss a lot, ·
coming back. Now, admittedly, I . and ·Chevys of my youth."
have lost a few people to the selfShreve sees gas rationing in the miss seeing so much of this
service stations, but there, the
more immediate future.
country.
.
"Bicycles ·will be an option, but
"It is ·coming. Most definitely
customer's
loyalty
is
to
the
price
. . . • _•• _.. ;-s
within the next four or five years. · you can only go so far so fast on
on the gas pump. Another station
. ~
those things. Maybe some bright
scientist will come up .Wit"1
something to use, to burn,
something renewable. But that is
still far in the' future, if ever."
. Even with such gloom) ga-:
forecasts, Shreve still looks
forward to every day's work, and
to the thing that has kept him in
HAIR DESIGNERS
the business, his relationship wit~1
· his customers.
962-2550
"I have the greatest customers,
Remember Us For Conditioning an·d
the nicest people in the wot)d. I
get the biggest kick out of them~
Cuts After Summqr FUN Damages
Some of them ju~t break me up._ I
really enjoy them. I've· had some
Your Hair!
of them for years and year , an.d
they just keep coming back. They
G~
make my job. And, you know, I
really don't have any hard, fast
rt .
rules about how to treat c· stowers. I just look after them, treat
/ '1\._
them like I would my wife or
mother as far as their , .,. cars are
Straight South of Campus
concerned.. They appreciat_ it.
think we do a fair job."
on 3rd and Sampson ·
I
A lot of people in Ellensburg
would agree.
OPEN Mon.-Sat. Evenings by appt.
by Michael Olds
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by Lawrence Breer and Mary FridlWid

His wife Bertha met us at the yard gate. We went through the
log fence with the half-dozen horse shoes nailed to it and across the
well-cared-for lawn and passed the dinner bell mounted high on the
old, dried-out tree trunk. Inside, Chet Morrison was watching the
Mariners' _game.
First impressions would tell you that here was a man in his
fifties-he ·was born in 1907. He was watching the Mariners
because the M's were playing the Oakland A's, and Chet Morrison
wanted to see pitcher Dave Haverlo. Haverlo is a hurler of
considerable talent who played for Central, then made it good in
· the big leagues.
.
When Bertha tried to open the drapes to better light the dim
living room, Morrison asked her what she had done to the
, television set. She closed the drapes.
Morrison is a thin man-but strong as a post. He has been
interested in rodeo all his life. He actively participated in the
competitive rodeo circuit for the better part of twenty years. He's
been riding horses since he was four. He's now 72.
His photo albums cover a period of half a century of rodeo
competition by Chet and his two sons. Chet Jr. and Tom.
Morrison's wife Bertha was also a rodeo performer, specializing in
flat races and relay races. Chet and Bertha were both born in the
Kittitas valley and have known each other since childhood.
Chet's father was a bronc rider. He wore wooly chaps and was
the man responsible for Chet's first ride on an unbroken horse.
"They put me on in a corral that didn't have the knots trimmed off
the posts. They tied the chaps on me so that the waist came up
around just under my arms. Then they tied me on the ho;rse and I
rode him. I took a beatin ·:
"My father started riding the same way," said Morrison. "They
tied him on the horse, and turned him loose in the open country.
The horse went headfirst into a washout full of thorns. They had
to dig my dad out of th~ bank."
His son Tuffy (Chet Jr.) rode his first saddle bronc at the age of
14. "He lasted four or five jumps-that was pretty good for the
first time." Morrison's neighbor was there the first time Tuffy
rode. "You aren't going to let that boy ride that horse are you?"
the neighbor had said. "I sure am," said Morrison. "That neighbor
would not speak to me for the next several years." ·
·
Morrison began riding in competitive rodeos in 1923. He helped
level the rodeo-arena that now occupies a considerable portion of
the Kittitas County fairgrounds in . Ellensburg.· . "We had to
rechannel the creek that ran through the middle of the arena," said
Morrison. "My dad furnished ~ight horses, and I drove one of the
teams doing the leveling."
That, however, wasn't the first rodeo to be held in the
Ellensburg area. Years before that, Morrison's grandmother
started an unofficial event of competition on the Ferguson home
place, about half-way between Kittitas and Ellensburg, just off the
old Vantage highway. "We used to have rodeos every other
weekend. There were no fences after you got out a ways," said
Morrison. "Badger Pocket was all open then, and grandma had
about a thousand head at the time. We would round up some that
looked like they would buck and ride'em. Anybody that had good
horses would bring them in." [continued on page 12)
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[continued from page 11]

That was ·not the extent of Morrison's try at the riding of
bucking horses. He related that during his school years, he and his
friends would put a flank-strap on his saddle horse and ride the
bucking saddle horse around the school yard during lunch time.
Morrison confesses that many a school day was spent playing
hooky so he and his friends could ride horses.
In the yard, Chet took us to the tack-shed. He put on the chaps
that had been his close companion during so many years of horse
bustin'. In the barn he sat on a bale of hay with his branding irons
and dog, recalling the great amount of satisfaction that had come
' Fred Zumbrunnen
into his life because of rodeoing. "I had a helluva lot of furl," he
said, "and if I had if to do all over aga~n, I would just have more
fun."
Morrison remembers the first rodeos held at the current site.
They weren't as sophisticated as the present day extravaganzas.
"We didn't have any bucking chutes and only one small
grandstand," Morrison said. "We didn't do much other than ride
horses. We would snub the bucking horses to another horse and
the rider would get on and we would let the horse loose." Morrison
says they did ride something other than horses. "We did ride some
two year old buffalo heifers."
Ellensburg was not the only place that Morrison appeared in his
chaps. Before the Ellensburg arena was completed, he and his
friends traveled to Toppenish to compete.
Les Knudsen
During his rodeo career, Morrison has traveled all over the state
and has rodeoed as far away a& Butte, Montana. "i went to 'em
whenever I could get there. It depended if I could afford it,"
Morrison smiled. According to Morrison, the purses weren't as big
as they are now.
"I never broke a bone, but ·I did get hurt pretty bad once: I was
riding in Wenatchee, and the horse I was on did a cartwheel with
me. He turned over on me head first and landed upside down.
People said they could see my feet stuck up in the air on either side
of the horse, and he was laying on top of me, but I was in the saddle
when he came back up. Then I fell off and couldn't get on my feet.
The doctor was the first one to me and he told me not to get up
Bill Haberman
because he was sure that my back was broken. A friend helped m·e
to my feet, and about twenty minutes later, I was on my horse and
roping a calf."
In the early 1940's, Morrison quit riding. _ The Turtle
organization, the early form of the Rodeo Cowboys Association
(RCA), fined him $1,500 for working rodeos during a strike. "I
either had to quit or pay the fine," Morrison said.
When asked about the women moving into the world of rodeo,
Morrison scoffed. "It's fine and dandy with me," he said. Morrison
explained that women in the rodeo arena were nothing new to him.
He had worked with cowgirls for a long time. "Fox Hastings was a
hell of a swell woman, and she didn't tie her stirrups together like
most of the women did when they rode broncs. She rode like a
man. Morrison also reminisced about Delores Deracy who would
rope calves and steers right along with the men. He also rodeoed
Wayne & Ken
with Reba Perry who was recently inducted into the cowboy hall
Hunt
of fame.
Where Morrison foft off on the rodeo circuit, his sons took over.
Both of the Morrison boys have won a number of rodeo titles. Chet
Morrison Jr. won the all-around cowboy title in Yakima three
years in a row. The name of Morrison is synonomous with rodeos
in the Northwest.
Since his retirement, Morrison and his wife have ranched in the
Naneum· area. They have about 80 head of cattle and several
horses. Now in his seventies, Morrison can be found every year at
the Ellensburg Rodeo along with his wife Bertha, his sons,
daughters-in-law and grandchildren. A Morrison's name may still
-be found on the list of contestants, but if you want to find Chet; he
can be found by the roping and bull dogging chutes lending a hand
is all about.
telling the automated cowboys what real
FREEWHEELING JUGGLE-Joseph Patrick Schwarz prides himself
William &
on good balance and quick hands while peddling no-handed through
Clarence
Central's campus, Jugglin' Joe masters four balls at once. According to
Harrel
Mr. Schwarz, the key to successful juggling is concentration.
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